COUNTLESS
BELIEVERS
CHALLENGERS
EXPLORERS
MAKERS
THINKERS
DREAMERS
ONE
GOLDSMITHS
This is a day for you: a chance to have a look around our single-site campus and get a feel for what makes Goldsmiths the amazing place to study that it is. Creative, challenging, inspiring and influential, we know you’ll love studying here.

Attend our departmental subject talks, explore our campus and find out about some of the exciting projects you can get involved with as a Goldsmiths student.

Welcome Talks | Ian Gulland Lecture Theatre
12pm and 12.15pm

Campus and Accommodation Tours
Richard Hoggart Building
Leaving every 15 minutes from the Refectory.

Departmental Tours
Many Departments will be running tours from their showcase areas, look out for the signs and ask about a tour.

Library Tours | Rutherford Building
Leaving every 15 minutes from the ground floor.

Departmental Showcase and Subject Talks
We want you to get a real feel for what we do here at Goldsmiths, so our Departments are showcasing their subjects. Whether it be hands-on, visual or interacting with a current student, you’ll get a real sense of the content of our programmes and the quality of our teaching.

Mature Students drop-in session
Richard Hoggart Building, Room 307
Drop in to ask any questions you have on applying to Goldsmiths as a mature student, and talk to current mature students about their experiences studying.

THE FRINGE ZONE
At Goldsmiths we like to do things a little differently and the Fringe Zone is no exception. Music, food and a place to chill out, as well as a giant deck chair.

Centre for Contemporary Art (CCA)
Goldsmiths Centre for Contemporary Art is London’s newest contemporary arts institution and open to everyone. Hosting world-class exhibitions by international artists, and providing a space for established and emergent practices, the institution aims to enhance Goldsmiths’ reputation for excellence and innovation in the arts. Come and have a look at the current exhibitions during your visit today.
The majority of our departments are showcasing their subjects throughout the day. Our academics will be on hand and happy to tell you about current projects, their specific research and the daily activities happening in their department.

Find the subject area you’re interested in on the schedule listed on pages 8 and 9. We’re holding introductory talks at the times listed, and outside these times you’re invited to view our departmental showcases, either in the showcase room or by talking to academics in the Great Hall, 12pm-4pm. This will help you get a feel for what you might do when you’re studying here, and give you the opportunity to chat to staff and current students.
SHOWCASE AND TALKS

RHB: Richard Hoggart Building - Level 1
RHB: Richard Hoggart Building - Level 2
RHB: Richard Hoggart Building - Level 3
IGLT: Ian Gulland Lecture Theatre
PSH: Professor Stuart Hall Building
GWT: George Wood Theatre/Studio 3

History | 12.30pm and 2.45pm | RHB 140
Introduction talk at 12.30pm then a sample lecture at 2.45pm – History in Focus: cinema and film as sources for studying the past.

History of Art | 12.30pm and 2.45pm | RHB 2107

Journalism; History and Journalism | 12.30pm and 2.45pm | PSH 302

Law | 12.30pm and 2.45pm | RHB 139

Management | 12.30pm and 2.45pm | PSH 314

Marketing | 12.30pm and 2.45pm | PSH 305

Media, Communications and Cultural Studies | 12.30pm | PSH LG01
(Single honours)

Media, Communications and Cultural Studies | 2.45pm | PSH LG01
(Joint degrees)

Media, Communications and Cultural Studies Showcase Room | PSH LG02

Politics and International Relations | 12.30pm and 2.45pm | RHB 150

Psychology | 12.30pm and 2.45pm | RHB 137a
Talk is followed by a tour of the department labs.

Social Work | 12.30pm and 2.45pm | RHB 142

Sociology (including Criminology) | 12.30pm and 2.45pm | RHB 256
Life as a Sociology Student talk at 1pm. Hear from current students about their experiences of studying at Goldsmiths.

Theatre and Performance (Drama and Theatre Arts; Comedy and Satire; Performance, Politics and Society) 
Talk: 12.15pm | Tour: 12.45pm | George Wood Theatre
Followed by a 1-hour Workshop at 1pm in RHB 154.

Theatre and Performance (Musical Theatre)
Talk: 12.30pm | Tour: 1pm | Studio 3
Followed by a 1-hour Workshop at 1.15pm in the George Wood Theatre.

Theatre and Performance (Drama and Theatre Arts; Comedy and Satire; Performance, Politics and Society)
Talk: 2.30pm | Tour: 3pm | George Wood Theatre
Followed by a 1-hour Workshop at 3.15pm in RHB 154.

Therapeutic Studies | 12.30pm and 2.45pm | RHB 143

See the map on pages 4-5.

Keep a look out for signs and floor dots in the colours listed to guide your way to rooms and talks.

Anthropology | 12.30pm and 2.45pm | RHB 144
Talk is followed by a tour of the department and Q&A session with current Goldsmiths Art students.

Art | 12.30pm and 2.45pm | IGLT

Chinese Studies | 12.30pm and 2.45pm | RHB 219
Meet at the stand within the Great Hall. Mandarin taster sessions, 1pm and 3.15pm.

Community Studies | 12.30pm and 2.45pm | RHB 141

Computing Showcase Room | RHB 306a
Computing (Creative and Digital Arts) | 2.45pm | RHB 356
Computing (Games Programming) | 12.30pm | RHB 356
Curating | 12.30pm and 2.45pm | RHB 2107

Design | 12.30pm and 2.45pm | RHB 137

Economics | 12.30pm and 2.45pm | PSH 326
Education | 12.30pm and 2.45pm | RHB 309
English and Comparative Literature | 12.30pm and 2.45pm | RHB 342

Games Programming | 12.30pm | RHB 356

Art | 12.30pm and 2.45pm | IGLT
Talk is followed by a tour of the department and Q&A session with current Goldsmiths Art students.

Arts Management | Talks only | 12:30pm and 2.45pm | PSH 332

Politics and International Relations | 12.30pm and 2.45pm | RHB 150

Psychology | 12.30pm and 2.45pm | RHB 137a
Talk is followed by a tour of the department labs.

Social Work | 12.30pm and 2.45pm | RHB 142

Sociology (including Criminology) | 12.30pm and 2.45pm | RHB 256
Life as a Sociology Student talk at 1pm. Hear from current students about their experiences of studying at Goldsmiths.

Therapeutic Studies | 12.30pm and 2.45pm | RHB 143

See the map on pages 4-5.
IN THE GREAT HALL

If you want to find out about Erasmus+ study abroad opportunities, careers support, accommodation, help with applying to university, library services and short courses, then come and visit our helpful and friendly team in the Great Hall in the Richard Hoggart Building.

1.15pm-1.45pm and 2pm-2.30pm
Accommodation
Ian Gulland Lecture Theatre, Whitehead Building
Find out more about Goldsmiths’ halls of residence and private accommodation in New Cross, Brockley, Shadwell and Camberwell, and the vibrant and diverse student community you’ll join if you move into university halls.

1.15pm-1.45pm and 2pm-2.30pm
Funding and Support
Professor Stuart Hall Building, Room LG01
(Through the main entrance and down the stairs)
Covering student loans, scholarships and bursaries, this talk demystifies how you can finance your university studies and shares practical tips and advice about creating (and keeping to) a budget.

2pm-2.30pm
Applying to University
Richard Hoggart Building, Room 139
When do I apply? Will I be interviewed? What’s the difference between a firm and an insurance choice? Find answers to some of the most frequent questions about the timescales, terminology and the process of applying to university.

2pm-2.30pm
Moving to London to Study
Richard Hoggart Building, Room 140
London has been ranked the best city in the world for university students* Staff and students will provide an insider’s guide to getting the most out of living, studying, exploring and working in the UK’s capital.

*QS Best Student Cities 2018
Find out more about studying at Goldsmiths

Check gold.ac.uk/course-finder for further information about our degrees.

You can also get in touch with our Enquiries team:

+44 (0)20 7078 5300
course-info@gold.ac.uk